Chuck Cappers

Chuck Capping Machines use a chuck head that is sized to a specific cap, or range of caps, with some also using a rubber chuck insert to tighten caps onto containers. Once the cap is placed on the container, either manually or automatically, the chuck head will cover the cap and apply torque to create a consistent and reliable seal on each container.

Other Capping & Sealing Machines

- Spindle Capper
- Snap Capper
- Spindle/Snap Combination
- ROPP Capper
- Induction Sealer
- Neck Bander

Available in Hand-Held, Tabletop, Semi-Automatic and Automatic Models
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**Options:**

- Automatic Cap Sorting To Meet Your Needs Via Elevator or Vibratory Bowl
- Adjustable Cap Chutes
- Multiple Chucks to Run a Wide Variety of Cap Sizes
- Machine Enclosures
- Nitrogen Purge Systems
- Heated Cap Options
- Cap Sterilization Options
- Hazardous Environment Construction
- Special Electrical Requirements
- Spare Parts Kits
- Hand-Held, Tabletop, Semi-Automatic and Automatic Models

**Standard Features:**

- Stainless Steel or Brushed Aluminum Chuck with Rubber Insert
- Handheld, Tabletop, Semi-Automatic and Automatic Chuck Cappers Available
- Simple Operation & Changeover on Models From Manual to Automatic
- Pneumatic & Electrical Models Available
- Easy Height Adjustments for Small to Large Containers
- Various Chuck and Insert Sizes for Different Cap Types and Sizes

**Benefits:**

- Models for Small, Medium and Large Production Demands
- Simple Operation Increases Efficiency & Productivity
- Consistent and Reliable Sealing
- Quick and Simple Changeover Increases Up-Time
- Chucks and Inserts Allow Machinery to Handle Variety of Cap and Bottle Types and Sizes
- Automatic Cappers Reduce Necessary Operator Interaction

**Additional Products & Services:**

- Container Cleaning
- Turntables
- Filling Machines
- Conveyors
- Sealers
- Coders
- Labelers
- Container Separators
- End of the Line Equipment
- Full Line Integration
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